PLAYING THEIR
CARD RIGHT
Nursing rounds project
enhances patient safety

Taking the time to
hear what employees
have to say

O

ne of the most important
things that we do in health
care and social services can
be summed up in a single,
simple word: Listen!
If a resident in a long-term care
centre feels better while telling a
story, we respectfully listen to this
person. If a client in a rehabilitation
centre repeatedly complains of chronic
soreness, we pay attention and try to
identify the problem. If a hospital patient
voices concern about loneliness and
isolation, we listen closely and search for a
solution.
This is equally true of the relationship
between the leadership team of our
CIUSSS and the members of staff in all
of our facilities. Only by being prepared
to truly listen to both the positive
and negative comments and concerns
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of our personnel can we ensure that
our healthcare network continues to
evolve in a way that optimizes our work
environment and ultimately leads to
better care for all those whom we serve.

“

I would like to assure all
members of staff that we are
listening. We are taking your
concerns seriously and are
committed to the kinds of
improvements that will make
your work more satisfying.

For this reason, a number of staff focus
groups were assembled this past spring to
speak frankly and to voice their opinions
on such topics as workplace conditions,
appreciation and recognition, manager
support and feedback, institutional pride,
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Purposeful Rounds

THE 4 P’s

PAIN
Do you have pain?

POSITION

I

t’s only been a few months since
nursing staff at SAPA long-term care
sites were given small laminated
cards to carry with them during their
shifts reminding them of the “4 P’s” of
Purposeful Rounding, but the results so
far are telling. In the month of May prior
to the cards being introduced, 28 falls
were reported on the 4th floor at Jewish

Are you comfortable?

a card that lists the 4 P’s of Purposeful
Rounding: Pain, Position, Personal needs
and Possessions.
The concept of the 4 P’s was borrowed
from existing literature and further
developed by the CIUSSS Purposeful
Rounding committee, co-chaired by
Marineh Carapetian, an Advanced

PERSONAL NEEDS
• Do you need to use
the BR?
• Does the resident need
to be changed?
• Are you hungry, thirsty?

POSSESSIONS
Must be within reach

residents were at risk for falls, then
develop criteria especially for them.”

At Jewish Eldercare Centre, Nurse Donna Koutsandreas makes sure that resident Marcel Scheinfeld
is ready to stand and begin using his walker.

Eldercare Centre. By the end of August,
the number of falls on that same unit
had dropped to six.
Nurses at sites across CIUSSS WestCentral Montreal have adopted
Purposeful Rounding, a quality project
initiated by the Department of Nursing
that introduces a more proactive,
systematic approach to hourly rounds.
The card serves as a reminder to nurses
of residents’ risk factors for falls.
At long-term care sites, 200 cards were
distributed to nursing staff to have on
hand during their shifts. When they
enter a resident’s room, they pull out

Practice Nurse in Medicine and Jennifer
Clarke, a long-term care Advanced
Practice Nurse. The idea of placing the 4
P’s on a card was proposed by the SAPA
long-term care Fall Prevention committee.
The multidisciplinary team, representing
professionals from departments including
rehab, nursing and social work, wanted to
adapt Purposeful Rounding to a long-term
care environment.
“In long-term care, unlike in acute care,
Purposeful Rounding doesn’t need to
be done across the board, but only for
certain individuals,” Ms. Clarke points
out. “We first needed to identify which
°3°

Purposeful Rounding helps nursing
staff tailor their level of care to the
needs of each patient and resident.
Nurse Vanessa D’Aquila says her
patients on the JGH Cardiovascular
Unit sense the difference in care with
Purposeful Rounding: “When we verify
the 4 P’s and ask our patients about
them, this may seem repetitive, but
it helps our patients to recognize
and describe any differences they
may be experiencing,” she says. “This
is particularly crucial for our cardiac
patients who may, for example,
suddenly begin feeling chest pain,
or have a change in their elimination
habits while on fluid restrictions. It
also reassures patients, who feel
that their nurse is taking the time
to efficiently assess their well-being
throughout the course of the day.”
The project involving the Purposeful
Rounding card in long-term care is
undergoing an audit, but Ms. Clarke
is encouraged by the reaction so far.
“It’s awesome, it’s such a good feeling
knowing staff appreciate the 4 P’s card,
and the impact that Purposeful Rounding
has had in improving the quality of life of
our users.”

S H O W C A S E

Y O U R

I N N O V A T I O N S
The most recent winner of the Prix d’Excellence within our CIUSSS was Frédérique Binette (pictured second from left), responsible for sustainable
development at the former CSSS de la Montagne. She received honourable mention in 2013 for her initiatives supporting the development of sustainable
and green neighbourhoods and promotion of eco-responsible food consumption and building management. She was also recognized for organizing activities
to raise awareness among staff members. Appearing with Ms. Binette, from left: Véronique Hivon, former Public Health and Youth Protection Minister. Ms.
Binette; Marc Sougavinski, Executive Director of the CSSS de la Montagne; Patrick Murphy-Lavallée, former Director of Programs and Services at the Agence,
and Réjean Hébert, former Minister of Health and Social Services.

S

o you’ve hit on an idea that has actually helped your
patients, residents or clients. Great! But you’re just one
person. What can you possibly do to spread the word to
your colleagues across Quebec?

gain recognition for the innovative practices and projects you’ve
designed, developed and implemented,” says Julie Ricciardi,
Regional Coordinator for the Awards of Excellence for our
CIUSSS.

More than you realize.

The application deadline is November 10.

By submitting a description of your pioneering practice or
project to the province’s Health and Social Services Network
Excellence Awards, you can provide the inspiration that
launches your idea far beyond your individual clinic, hospital or
residence—even beyond CIUSSS West-Central Montreal.

For more information, visit the Ministry’s website at
msss.gouv.qc.ca MSSS > Professionnels > Soins et services
> Prix d’excellence du réseau de la santé et des services
sociaux or contact Ms. Ricciardi via Lotus at
Julie.ricciardi.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca or by phone at
514 340-8222, extension 27787.

And you might even earn a prize for your efforts.
That’s why the Ministry of Health and Social Services is now
inviting healthcare professionals to enter their submissions in the
35th edition of the Excellence Awards. Winners will be revealed
in a ceremony in spring 2018 in the presence of Quebec Health
Minister Gaétan Barrette. “The awards are a fantastic way to
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N e w A c a d e m i c A f fa i r s D i r e c t o r at e

Cindy Starnino (centre), Director of Academic Affairs, with her management team, from left,Kevin Hayes, Fatima Azzahra Larizi, Christiane Montpetit and
Geneviève Lamy.

A

new directorate, Academic Affairs,
was formed this summer following
a vote by the Board of Directors
of CIUSSS West-Central Montreal to
merge the Research and the Medical
and University Education directorates.
Academic Affairs is responsible for
six areas (see graphic) dedicated to
innovation and cultivating links between
the worlds of research and practice.
“To be leaders in academic excellence,
every staff member in our CIUSSS—along
with the researchers, residents and
the 5,000 students who carry out their
stages at sites across the network each
year—should feel that they are part of
the Academic Affairs mission,” says Cindy
Starnino, who was appointed Director of
Academic Affairs in August. “There are
many ways you can become involved.
Consider taking on a student, for instance,
or taking part in a research project.”

In the upcoming months, Ms. Starnino will
evaluate the needs of each directorate
within the CIUSSS, and reach out to
university partners. “We want each
directorate to integrate the “U” (University)
in CIUSSS into their programs,” she says.
Through the latest research and projects
produced by research teams, Academic
Affairs will support staff in providing
the best, evidence-based care when
treating or providing services to patients,
residents or clients.
“To achieve this, we’ll create an environment
that promotes the discovery, development
and implementation of innovative
practices,” explains Ms. Starnino.
“Working for a recognized leader in
health and social services is motivating
and inspiring. This new structure will
enable our researchers, students and
staff to thrive and shine.”

IN MEMORIAM

Academic Affairs
encompasses six areas
1. Promote research
2. Teaching (medical and
interdisciplinary)
3. Leading practices
4. Evaluation of Technology
and Modes of Intervention
(ETMIS)
5. Knowledge transfer and
integration
6. Visibility (of innovations
at local, national and
international levels)

A new page on our intranet, In Memoriam, has been created to inform CIUSSS West-Central
Montreal employees about staff members from across our network who have passed away. To share your memories about a colleague
whom you’ve lost, contact Jennifer Timmons at jennifer.timmons.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca. Visit the page at Employees > In memoriam.
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Nursing champions of Patient Order Sets
now also making their mark

W

e tend to think of
a champion and
a winner as being
the same person—
and in most cases,
they are. But when it comes to Patient
Order Sets, the champions on staff are at
the forefront in preparing these patient
care instructions, while the winners are
the patients themselves.

Where the digitized database was
previously accessed exclusively by
doctors and residents, the ED nursing
team identified the potential for the
Patient Order Set system to help speed
up and improve their delivery of care.
So they took the initiative of compiling
a discipline-specific database based on
the most common symptoms of patients
who visit the ED, such as abdominal pain
or shortness of breath. If
the corresponding order
prescribes a specific blood
test, or imaging, or the
insertion of an IV, the
nurse is now authorized to
carry out that step, so that
once the physician arrives
to assess the patient,
testing or treatment is
already underway.

“Every minute counts
for our shift to go well,
so we think about those
things,” says Victor
‘ Champion’ Victor Uscatescu earned a trophy for completing a record- Uscatescu, a Nurse
breaking 133 nursing-initiated Order Sets for the month of August.
Clinician at the JGH ED
The Nurse Clinician at the JGH Emergency Department became an
who values the efficiency
enthusiast of the application while working as an intake nurse.
and convenience of the
application.
“When
we’re working as
To each champion goes a reward, once a
month, for playing a key role in adding to intake nurses, for instance, we see high
numbers of patients. This new approach
the digital database of the Patient Order
saves valuable time, and may even lead
Sets. To the winners go the benefits of
to a patient discharged sooner. This is
faster, safer care.
the advantage.”
“Active engagement from our
multidisciplinary teams in the POS
initiative is essential in providing
quality and safe treatment for our
patients,” says JGH Nurse Clinician
Christiane Honeine, who as the
project’s Clinical Lead is often on
hand to present awards to champions.
Emergency nurses heeded the call,
when the project expanded to their
department in spring 2017.

Well over 7,000 submissions have been
recorded since the project was launched
in Surgical Services in fall 2015 via a log
that tracks the Patient Order Sets that
are completed. Statistics are tabulated,
enabling the project’s leads to identify
frequent users, and reward the monthly
champions.
Despite these incentives, new methods
are not always readily embraced.
°6°

Vascular team
embraces database

Dr. Daniel Obrand, JGH Chief of Vascular
Services, has promoted the use of the
electronic forms among his residents, who
have consistently logged the highest number
of Patient Order Set submissions for each
month in 2017. Here, residents (from left)
Alen Antoun, Aly Ghoneim and Cora Fogaing
enjoy a complimentary pizza lunch with Dr.
Obrand, representing several of the team’s
‘champions’ of the project.

Physicians apply their insights and
specialized knowledge to the Patient
Order Sets, modifying the original,
standardized instructions provided
by the database to conform to the
practices and procedures that best
reflect the medical needs of their
patient population. This input refines
the Patient Order Sets, increasing
their usefulness to the doctors,
nurses and healthcare professionals
who carry them out.

Mr. Uscatescu concedes that it took
him a little time to warm up to the new
system. “Change is hard, but I gave
the order sets a try and started to use
them regularly in the RAZ, which has a
favourable layout of equipment, with
a computer and printer all within easy
reach,” he explains. “I found that I got
more proficient with practice. In time
I came to like using the database. It
becomes the new norm, and now I train
all of the new nurses on it.”

A passion for working
with the elderly

W

alking through the halls
of the Father-Dowd
Residential Centre, you
can’t help but notice the
posters of the many activities available
to residents. Discussions about nature,
Movie Night, bean bag toss, bingo,
volleyball, you name it! Recreational
Therapist Ray Cassell believes that all
residents can benefit from recreational
therapy. “I never give up on anybody,”
he says. “I let them know that there is
nothing they can’t do.”

activities.” Some residents insist that
they cannot take part because of physical
limitations, but Mr. Cassell takes pains
to creatively adapt each activity to the
physical and cognitive needs of the
residents. If a person cannot stand, he
will design the activity to accommodate
chairs and wheelchairs. During a
volleyball game, for instance, everyone

Ray Cassell
Recreational Therapist
Father-Dowd Residential Centre

Resident Joan Oliver attests to Mr.
Cassell’s tenacity. “Ray’s a hard worker,”
she says. “There is never a dull moment,
we do something fun every day!”
Mr. Cassell began working at FatherDowd in the kitchen while a student in
high school. He says that he cares for
the residents as though they are family.

Mr. Cassell has created a program built
on that very premise, offering a variety of
activities to attract the greatest number
of participants. To keep his program
fresh and timely, he also introduces
seasonal activities such as summer
games on the outdoor terrace and
holiday parties.
Always alert to the needs and interests
of the residents, Mr. Cassell has his work
down to a science. Yet he never neglects to
bring in a good dose of laughter. “I believe
in humour therapy,” he says. “I am always
cracking jokes with the residents!”
Mr. Cassell is undeterred by the biggest
challenge of his job—motivating new
residents to take part in activities. “For
many people, when they move to a longterm care facility they are distraught,
because they don’t want to live in an
unfamiliar place,” explains Mr. Cassell.
“My approach is gentle and gradual.
First, I get them to come to the singalongs, then to the more lively physical

Ray Cassell assists Father-Dowd resident Joan Oliver during a game of bean bag toss.

is seated and plays with a beach ball
that is light enough to pass around. “It’s
important to me that every Father-Dowd
resident takes part in the recreational
activities, so I offer the residents constant
positive reinforcement. I always tell them,
‘you can do it, I’ll help you’.”

You make the

difference

On October 5, Mr. Cassell celebrated a
milestone—his 40th work anniversary at
the Centre. “Since I began working at
Father-Dowd, it has been my passion to
work with the elderly. I love seniors, it’s
my life!”

To nominate a member of CIUSSS West-Central
Montreal staff who goes above and beyond
the call of duty, contact Jennifer Timmons at
jennifer.timmons.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca.
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A

ribbon-cutting ceremony was held at Saint Margaret
Residential Centre to celebrate recently completed
construction projects at the site. Vivian Magini, Chief
of Material Installations, said, “All of these projects are carried
out to improve the residents’ quality of life.”
• Garden enlarged and restructured to make it more ergonomic
and accessible to residents
• New lawn furniture placed in the garden
• Gazebo painted
• Ventilation system installed in the west wing on the second
to fourth floors
• Ceilings completed and LED lighting installed mimicking
daylight with dimmers

Pictured with Saint Margaret residents (seated) from left are Michael
Boudana, Plant Operations Coordinator; SAPA Director Barbra Gold; Vivian
Magini, Chief of Material Installations; Nurse Manager Viki Doucette; and
Elizabeth Sexton, the Residents’ Committee representative.

• Wall sconces replaced (10 per floor)
• Hallways repainted in the east, west and north wings
• Refrigerator and counter installed in the dining area
• Compressor units replaced on rooftop, serving kitchen and
east wing

Other projects to improve the living environment at Saint
Margaret are in the plans for the future. “We want to make a
difference in the living environment for our residents. After all,
this is their home,” says Ms. Magini.

• AC added in elevators
• Day Centre to have two AC units and ventilation replaced

Celebration of Life at Mount Sinai

T

he soft sounds of a harpist and bubbling pond filled
the air in the Mount Sinai garden as staff welcomed
back family members whose loved ones had passed
away in the hospital last year.

“Our patients teach us incredible lessons about strength of
character, vitality, love, courage, patience, and in general,
about the human condition. Each patient is an individual who
leaves us a special gift, their personal touch.”

Speaking on behalf of staff and volunteers at Mount Sinai,
Dr. Golda Tradounsky, the Head of Palliative Care Services,
addressed the gathering at the Celebration of Life event, an
opportunity for family and friends to return to the hospital and
remember their loved ones in a moving and symbolic ceremony.

Family members left their own personal touch at the ceremony,
as they placed white flowers in memory of their loved one in a
vase signifying the collective loss at Mount Sinai.

“Dr. Golda”—as she’s known to her patients—
acknowledged how difficult it is to return to the site where
a loved one spent a difficult time and passed. Thanking
those assembled for their “brave effort”, she said she
hoped the return visit would bring back positive memories,
and pointed to the impact the lives of patients have on the
people who care for them.
“Though we may seem only to be working with our patients,
we, too, are touched by the people we take care of,” she said.

As the ceremony drew to a close, family members
expressed their appreciation to staff. Miriam Mamane,
President of the Mount Sinai Users’ Committee, took the
opportunity to tell MSH staff that their care and devotion
was evident in the eight years her father spent at Mount
Sinai. “My dad was their dad. Every day I was made to
feel like we were one family, with the same concerns,
the same love and the same shared emotions. I am
forever indebted to the staff at MSH for sharing with me
this heartbreaking time in my life with honest love and
commitment.”
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S uper

clinic s S u pe r i o r ac cess
to front - line h e a lt h se rvi ces
convenient alternative to
busy hospital emergency
rooms.
“In front line, we are
always evaluating how
to best serve our local
population, based on their
particular medical needs,”
says Sébastien Blin, the
Associate Director of
Front-Line Services.

Associate CEO of the CIUSSS West-Central Montreal, Francine Dupuis (right), at a press conference in August announcing
the creation of the Queen Elizabeth super clinic. She is shown alongside Katherine Weil, Minister of Immigration,
Diversity and Inclusiveness and MNA for Notre-Dame-de-Grace, and Quebec Health Minister Gaétan Barrette.

A

s of September 2017, patients
without a GP or who cannot
be seen by their doctor within
a brief timeframe can drop in to one
of the new super clinics opened in

the CIUSSS West-Central Montreal
catchment. The clinics’ multidisciplinary
teams are available to welcome patients
during extended opening hours every
day of the year, which makes them a

Super clinics at a glance
• Serve patients without access to a family doctor
• Open 12 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year
• Offer walk-ins same-day medical consultation
• Provide onsite test centre and radiology services
• Use electronic medical records to ensure continuity of care
• To date, three super clinics in our CIUSSS territory, 6 sites in Montreal,
18 in Quebec

Super clinics, CIUSSS West-Central Montreal		

Clinic

Address

Telephone

Herzl Walk-In Centre

5858 Cote-des-Neiges

(514) 340-8311

Queen Elizabeth Urgent Care

2100 Marlowe Avenue

(514) 481-4343

MetroMédic centre-ville

1538 Sherbrooke Street West

(514) 932-2122
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“We examine how and
where services are
offered, so that we
can develop the most
suitable services for our
users in partnership with
existing clinics within the
community.”

The super clinics are
well equipped to serve
patients with semiurgent medical problems. They offer
on-site or nearby diagnostic tests and
radiology services, so that a patient
with difficulty breathing may be sent
for a lung X-ray, while a diabetic can
receive a blood test. The lab or medical
imaging results are available sooner,
which means the doctor can prescribe
medication or treatment within a
reasonable delay.
The super clinics also provide improved
access in times when there is a greater
demand for medical services, such
as the flu season, points out Mélanie
Lapointe, a Front-Line Planning,
Programming and Research Officer.
Additional clinics are expected to open
within our CIUSSS area in the year
ahead.
Learn more about super clinics on our
CIUSSS website at Home > Care and
services > Family Medicine Group (FMG)
> What is a FMG? > Super Clinics
(FMG-Network).

TOP TIPS

on protecting
your work computer

A

cyber attack is an attempt by
hackers to damage or destroy
a computer via the Internet.
It can also allow hackers to access
confidential information, a particularly
disturbing prospect in our healthcare
setting. If the cyber attack is not
properly contained, it can spread to
servers and other computers in the
CIUSSS, causing widespread harm.
Information Resources (IT) of
CIUSSS West-Central Montreal is
well equipped to prevent and deal
with cyber attacks. However, all staff
and users of the CIUSSS computer
network have a role to play in cyber
safety. Follow these five tips to keep
your computer station at work safe.

1

Think before you click! If
you receive an email and do
not recognize the sender’s email
address, delete the message rather
than opening it.
Pino Virgilio, the Associate Director
of IT, assures staff that systems are
in place that block cyber attacks from
the outside in. These systems check
for malware (malicious software that
infects your computer) and fraudulent
or junk emails before they arrive in
your inbox.

IT numbers across
the 36 sites of CIUSSS
West-Central Montreal
•
•
•
•

8,500 PCs
1,000 servers
500 applications
3,000 BYOD (Bring Your Own
Devices) that connect to the
CIUSSS network through a
username and password

IT Technician Oscar Dona scans the hard drive of a computer infected with a virus.

While these systems filter out most
emails containing malware, there
are inevitably ones that manage to
pass through. If you receive an email
message and do not recognize the
sender, click on the Show Details
option to the right of the message. If
you do not recognize the email address
or if the domain name does not match
° 10 °

the name of the sender, delete the
email message. You can also verify if an
email is safe by reading the content of
the email through the preview window.
Most cyber attacks originate in nonAnglophone or Francophone countries.
Spelling and grammar mistakes in
the subject and content should raise
suspicion.

2

Delete cookies and the history
from your Web browser on a
regular basis.

“Even if you visit a trusted site such
as Yahoo, which protects their client
information, if you click on an ad on
the Yahoo site belonging to another
company, you may end up
downloading a virus,” warns Mr.
Virgilio. “To protect the work
environment, I advise staff
not to use their work station
for personal use.”

Chrome: Paste chrome://
settings/content/cookies into
the Chrome address bar, select
Remove All next to All cookies
and site data
Internet Explorer: Select
Tools > Safety > Delete
browsing history > Cookies
and website data check box >
Delete

5

Exercise caution
when using a USB
connection.

Cookies are small packets of data
sent to your browser from websites
you visit, containing information
about your activity on the page, which
your browser then saves as a small
text file. That information can include
your username and password or site
preferences. Cookies can pose a threat:
if you connect with a website that has
been hacked, the virus hosted on the
website is downloaded to your work
station. Attackers can then steal the
cookies to gain access to your accounts
and possibly make off with your
personal information.

3

Update your workstation on
a regular basis.

The IT Department has software that
scans all computers in our CIUSSS for

Info-Santé nurses rely on computers
around the clock to provide care.

viruses. Shut down your computer at
least once a week so that the software
can scan your computer.

4

Use the public Wi-Fi available
at several of the CIUSSS
facilities for personal use, if you
have a device that connects to the
Internet such as a phone, tablet
or laptop. At the JGH, there are
designated TELUS public Wi-Fi hot
spots in main areas.

Some users of the CIUSSS
computer network need to transfer
work files on a USB key. If the key
contains an infected file it can infect
a computer. The same applies for
any personal device you connect to a
workstation.
If you think your computer is infected,
what should you do?
Call the IT help desk immediately
at extension 8254. JGH staff, dial
extension 28254.
Visit the IT page on the Intranet for
more detailed contact information.
For more information on cyber safety
and tips, visit the Government of
Canada’s Web site Get Cyber Safe. 360°

flu shot goes arm in arm
FLU VACCINATION SCHEDULE FOR STAFF Thewith
protecting our clients

The flu season is upon us!
The majority of individuals who contract the influenza virus
will not become gravely ill. However, there are groups—many
of whom are found in our CIUSSS facilities—who are at
elevated risk in developing serious complications from the flu.
The best way to
prevent the flu is
by getting the flu
vaccine, which is
safe and effective.

Throughout the month of November, flu vaccines will be
available for all staff members across the network.
To consult the vaccination schedule, visit our intranet
Flu Vaccination page Employees > Health, Safety and
Well-Being in the Workplace > Flu Vaccination.

40%

300 people

In Quebec: Rate of healthcare
workers who get the annual shot

In Quebec: Approximate number of
people who die annually from the flu
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Note bene: First CIUSSS standardized medical record form

H

ospital inpatient and long-term care staff, take note: when
you fill out a prescription for your patient or resident, you
will all soon be reaching for the same, new form.
FpO

Nom de famille/Family name

FPO

No de dossier/record No

Nom de famille/Family name

Date de naissance/Date of birth

pharmacie / pharmacy
presCripTiONs

Grandeur / Height

Poids / Weight

Csss CAveNdisH

pharmacie / PHArMACY

notes soins infirmiers
Nurses NOTes

signature du prescripteur / prescriber signature

nom en lettres moulées / print name

transcrite par / Transcribed by

nom en lettres moulées / print name

AAYY / MM / JD
Date
Heure / Time

Vérifiée par / Verified by

nom en lettres moulées / print name

Adresse/Address

notes soins infirmiers
Nurses NOTes

Poids / Weight

Cr

Standardized medical forms are introduced to CIUSSS facilities
to enhance the quality and consistency of health information
within the network. The task of reviewing the standards on
medical record forms, then creating and distributing the
updated forms, lies in the hands of a single, multidisciplinary
group, the Committee for the Standardization of Medical File
Forms (to learn more about the committee, read Keeping in
Good Form in the August 360).
Ms. Cohen also reviewed and standardized the distribution of
the copies of these forms (NCR), as follows:

License du prescripteur / prescriber license
AAYY / MM / Jd
date
Heure / Time

5690 boul. caveNDish moNTréal (Québec) h4W 1s7 514-369-2222

Téléphone/Telephone

No R.A.M.Q./Medicare No

Allergies:
Intolérances / iNTOlerANCes:
Grandeur / Height

Cr

AAYY / MM / JD
Date
Heure / Time

Date de naissance/Date of birth

prescription de départ / disCHArge PresCriPTiON

adresse/address

AAYY / MM / JD
Date
Heure / Time

x-x-xxxxx (stores) rev 06-17

Téléphone/Telephone

No r.a.m.Q./medicare No

Allergies:
Intolérances / iNTOlerANCes:

No de dossier/Record No

Prénom/First name

prénom/First name

hôpitaL mont-sinaï /
MOuNT siNAi HOspiTAl

file forms,” says Chantal Desmarais, Medical Records Services
Coordinator. Ms. Desmarais points out that there is one variation
on the forms, and that is the name of the site, which is preprinted, to spare staff from having to write it out each time.

x-x-xxxxx (stores) Rev 06-17

signature du prescripteur / Prescriber signature

nom en lettres moulées / Print name

5425, AveNue BessBoRough MoNTRéAl (QuéBec) h4v 2s7

License du prescripteur / Prescriber license

prescription de départ /
disCHArge PresCriPTiON

Pharmacy form copies

presCripTiONs

New, standardized inpatient
prescription form for all CIUSSS
hospitals and long-term care facilities

New, standardized discharge
prescription form for all CIUSSS
hospitals

Two standardized forms for inpatient prescriptions (one for
in-hospital, another for discharge) were developed by the
Interim Chief of Pharmacy for CIUSSS West-Central Montreal,
Eva Cohen, for inpatient facilities throughout the network. The
transition to the new forms will take place in the upcoming
months. They will replace the existing, site-specific versions
presently used by doctors, nurses and pharmacists once that
inventory has run out.
“The forms have a fresh look and share the same template and
logo, in keeping with the new CIUSSS standards for medical

Hospital inpatient
prescription

Original in medical file

Discharge
prescription

Original to the patient

Yellow copy to Pharmacy
Pink copy in medical files

To learn more about the creation or revision procedures of
forms in users’ medical files, visit the new Medical Archives
intranet page at Administrative Departments > Information
Management > CIUSSS Medical Records.
Contact the Committee for the Standardization of Medical File
Forms at medical.forms.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca or via Lotus
Notes, at Medical Record Forms.

N E W S TA F F P E R K S
Have you visited the
Employee Discount
Program page?
If you haven’t, you
might be missing out
on some great savings,
available exclusively
to CIUSSS West-Central
Montreal staff!

These partners have recently joined
the program:
Health & wellness
• Énergie Cardio
• West End Cavendish Athletics Club
• Intercoupe Coiffure et Spa
General shopping
• Kallula Apparel, workout clothing
made to fit every body type
• Black Wolff, skincare and shaving
products delivered to your door

° 12 °

To enjoy your rebate on a wide range of
products and services, remember to present
your employee ID card or another proof of
employment at the time of your purchase.
If you would like to propose a business
for the program or for any questions,
contact Jessica Nelson via Lotus at
Jessica.nelson.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
or call (514) 340-8222, extension 20776.
Be sure to visit the employee discount
program intranet page regularly for
updates at Employees > Staff Perks.

GIVE BLOOD. GIVE LIFE.

AT T H E J G H AU X I L I A RY
A N N UA L B L O O D D R I V E

You don’t need to be a qualified health

professional to save someone’s life! CIUSSS
West-Central Montreal staff are invited to
donate blood at the JGH Auxiliary annual
blood drive in conjunction with Hema
Québec. Bring along friends and family!

NNEZ DU SANG. DONNEZ LA VIE.
When: Wednesday, November 8,
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Duration: 1 – 1.5 hours,
processed and taken

Where: Jewish General Hospital, Samuel S. Cohen
Auditorium, pavilion A 102 (Côte-des-Neiges entrance)

60%
In Quebec: Probability that someone will
receive at least one transfusion in their lifetime

Geriatrics Unit (6 North) at JGH relocating
An improved workspace awaits staff
along with greater amenities for
patients, in the newly configured
Department of Geriatrics.
On November 8, 22 Geriatric
patients will be transferred from
the sixth floor of Pavilion B to
a renovated and more airy space
on the sixth floor of Pavilion C.

The upgraded section will be
connected to Pavilion D, where
there are up to 33 Geriatric
patients, forming one unit
spanning two pavilions.
CD6 Geriatrics will have a
nursing station in each pavilion.
Effective the day of the transfer,
the nursing stations can be

B I O H A Z A R D

W A S T E

reached at (514) 340-8222,
extension 25611 (C)
or extension 25600 (D).
For any questions regarding
the relocation, contact
Emmanuela Deloge via Lotus
at edeloge@jgh.mcgill.ca
or at (514) 340-8222,
extension 28655.

D I S P O S A L

DON’T THROW CAUTION TO THE WIND!
Biohazard waste is produced daily at the front line, hospital
and long-term care facilities in our network. Well over 300,000
tonnes are collected each year!
Why is waste management so important?
Improperly disposing of biohazard waste can harm the
environment, and be costly as well.

When biohazard waste is
managed well, Stericycle
employees are able to
collect the biohazard bins
when they are full and
destroy their contents
appropriately.

• waste saturated with blood or bodily fluid; or

If you are unsure whether
a soiled item is biohazardous, you are encouraged to speak to a
colleague or your manager. Alternately, contact Enviro Services at
(514) 340-8222, extension 28227.

• diapers with seepage or saturated with blood

For more information, visit stericycle.ca.

To dispose of soiled items safely, staff must use special biohazard
bins that are located in clinical areas exclusively for:
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